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SLS High School Virtual School Environment 

At St Louis School, we are proud to deliver our high-quality education and fulfill our mission                
in the context of our High School campus. We are also proud that we will be able to do so                    
under exceptional circumstances that may require full campus closure. In such           
circumstances, our commitment is to provide an alternative means of education in the form              
of the SLS Distance Learning Plan. Distance Learning designates the experience students will             
have when school remains in session but when students are unable to physically attend              
school because of campus closure. While Distance Learning does not exactly replicate onsite             
learning, our teachers can deliver powerful instruction that allows students to meet            
expected standards in an efficient way. 

While this is a time of uncertainty and challenge, it is also a time that provides us with                  
unlimited opportunities to connect with ideas and with classmates and teachers who are             
scattered all over the world. Our school is prepared for this challenge. Our students are               
prepared for this challenge. Our parents are prepared for this challenge. SLS is prepared for               
this challenge. 

 

Overall principle: 

The following SLS Distance Learning Plan is designed to address the following scenario: 

• Asynchronous learning to ensure the opportunity to learn for all students in all time zones;  

• Synchronous engagements to support learning and socio-emotional well-being of students           
through real-time engagements;  

• Limited and/or variable online access to technology and internet for some students;  

• Extended flexible timeline for Distance Learning delivery (at least, if not more than two               
weeks); and  

• A commitment to monitoring and improvement of this plan and the student experience              
during the time of its implementation. 

Guided distance learning will continue to be provided for all of our High School students at                
The St Louis School Milan  for as long as the school is temporarily closed. 

The School will provide every possible opportunity, through a virtual school environment, for             
pupils to make progress as if the school were in normal operation. 
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Introduction 

Establishing a Virtual School Environment is a new venture for SLS and we are excited by the                 
opportunities that it presents. Parents will understand that with all new systems and             
procedures there will be issues that arise. As always, we welcome parent feedback and              
suggestions to enable the School to continue to improve.  

Higher education is already moving rapidly into online and distant learning and therefore the              
skills learnt during this period will be useful for all students in the future.  

Within our design of the SLS Virtual School Environment we have retained two core              
elements that we believe make SLS an outstanding school. Firstly, the live pupil-teacher             
interaction which is fundamental to all pupils making progress and achieving their full             
potential. Pupils gain so much from the direct interaction with passionate and talented             
teachers. The second core element is the desire to maintain our personalised learning            
approach that treats every pupil as an individual and supports them pastorally and             
academically at all times. 

Online learning within virtual classrooms will need pupils to be motivated and parents to              
support them in their studies. However, we believe that it will develop in all students the                
skills required for independent learning alongside the 21st Century skills to learn in a digital               
environment. 

Education is certainly changing and all at SLS are keen to change with it.  

 

Aims of the SLS Virtual School Environment 

1. To maintain the key principles of an outstanding education: 
● Personalised Learning  
● Innovative pedagogy 
● Developing independent learning 
● To continue to develop the skills and systems within the school to enable             

learning through modern technology. 
 
2. To limit the impact of school closure on students, especially those preparing for             

external examinations. 
 
3. To maintain excellent communication with parents and support them within the           

change to the school environment. 
 
4. To ensure that all pupils, parents and staff are healthy, safe and happy. 
 
 

Monitoring 
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SLS is committed to monitoring the SLS Distance Learning Plan and student experience. The              
tools used for monitoring may include: 
• Data on student engagement from digital learning platforms - Bluejeans, and google             
classroom -which provide tremendous data on student engagement.  
• Feedback from students (via face to face and Google Forms) , parents, and teachers to                
help us understand how the plan is impacting student, family and teacher experiences and              
to provide data on what improvements we might make going forwards.  
 
 

Roles and Responsibilities High School 
 

Leadership Team ● Develop SLS platform plans for distance learning. 

● Communicate with faculty/staff and parents. 

● Support faculty/staff and parents during Distance Learning. 

● Ensure effective implementation of Distance Learning plan and 

accountability to student learning. 

HODs ● Support colleagues in the development of high-quality student 

learning experiences in accordance with departmental plans. 

● Curate and/or develop resources to support range students. 

● Communicate with the leadership team, as needed. 

Subject Teachers ● Collaborate with colleagues to design Distance Learning experiences 

for students in accordance with departmental plans. 

● Develop high-quality student learning experiences. 

● Communicate with and provide timely feedback to students. 

● Communicate with parents, as necessary. 

● Continue to make use of monitoring and communication tools such as 

iSAMS in order to keep a sense of continuity and accountability for 

the students 

HOYs ● Support the form tutors and teachers by checking attendance 

● Encourage the form tutors to keep in touch with their classes - using 

form time for this in particular 

● Use the shared VL document/emails or iSAMS to update staff on 

student absence/pastoral issues 

● Follow up on positive and negative comments 

● Provide regular opportunities for the students to contact HoYs with 

any issues or questions 

● Keep students informed of pastoral opportunities such as Blue Jeans 

meetings or use of the school counsellor  

Virtual learning  
Committee 

● Ensure that documentation is updated  

● Inform all staff of any adjustments or developments in the online 

learning - be this software or structure of the learning sessions 
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ICT Team Continue to provide and follow up on: 
● tech support as communicated via Spiceworks and email 
● updates and links to online resources 
● licensing (software and apps) 

to support the delivery of  virtual education  

Inspired Team ● Links and sharing of key information across all Inspired schools via 

Headteachers 

 

Reducing the impact of screen time during the Virtual School Environment 

Screen time solutions to maintaining a Virtual School Environment:  

Advice for the whole school community 

1. To have at least one physical activity every day 

a. Play sport/exercise 

b. Walk  

2. Remove television sets, iPads and other devices from bedrooms 

3. Reduce time spent watching television or playing on games consoles. 

4. Ensure that everyone  gets at least 8 hours sleep  

Learning environment-based solutions to maintaining a Virtual School Environment 

1. Balance your screen brightness with your workplace 

a. Do not work in a dimly lit room, with a bright           

screen. 

b. Try to be in a mid-lit room, with the computer          

screen away from a window. 

c. Use a desk lamp to aid lighting within a room. 

d. Change your display brightness within your      

computer’s system settings. 

2. Posture is key 

a. Working at a computer for any period of time         

should be well planned. 

b. Sit comfortably. 

c. Do not strain your neck. 
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d. Ensure that you stare straight at the computer, to make sure the monitor is at               

eye level. 

e. Do not sit too close to the computer screen. 

3. Take frequent breaks  

a. As an absolute minimum you should stand up and         

move around every 40 minutes. 

b. Stretch your body. 

c. Preferably get some fresh air and walk around        

outside 

4. Focus on other things within a room every 20 minutes 

a. Do not stare at a computer screen too long. 

b. Ensure that you regularly focus on something else in the          

room at a greater distance. 

c. This will ensure your eyes do not get strained.  

Device based solutions to maintaining a Virtual School Environment 

1. Adjust your monitor refresh rate 

a. Some monitors have a low refresh rate which makes them flicker, although            

not always noticeably. 

b. A low refresh rate can cause eye strain. 

c. Set the refresh rate as high as possible in your Display properties 

2. Don’t read font that is too small 

a. Squinting can cause eye strain and produce headaches 

b. Enlarge text using the zoom function to ensure that you can read it easily 

3. Use a screen filter 

a. Either apply a physical screen filter or use the device’s settings to reduce the              

blue light from the screen. 

b. Software called Flux is a free download for Windows 

4. Keep your screen clean 

a. Ensure that you clean your screen and make sure it is not covered in dust 
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Responsible Virtual School Environment - pupil expectations 

Expectations of all pupils 

● Participate as fully as possible and contribute positively to the virtual classroom            

environment.  

● be appropriately dressed on live teaching via the Blue Jeans platform 

● Follow the normal timetable as much as possible 

● Understand that your teacher will be available online during all timetabled lessons. 

● Regularly check each Google Classroom to see the instructions for each lesson.  

● Engage with Live teaching as it happens via the Blue Jeans platform 

● Endeavour to complete all work set.  

● Immediately ask teachers for clarification if they do not understand  

● Communicate with teachers if work cannot be completed  

● When using applications for Distance Learning within the Virtual BSB, I understand            

that this is seen as an extension of the classroom.  

● Follow S expectations for behaviour and conduct at all times  

● Communicate with peers, teachers and others using technology in a responsible and            

respectful manner.  

● Will not record or take photos of my peers or teachers during Distance Learning.  

● Will not deliberately browse, download, upload or forward material that could be            

considered offensive or illegal.  

● Understand that your form tutor is available for if there are any concerns or worries.  

● Use the video content from the PE department to keep fit and healthy.  

● MUST NOT share recorded lessons publicly 

● MUST NOT share the Blue Jeans lesson code with anyone else. 
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Responsible Virtual School Environment – parent guidelines 

The St Louis School wants to ensure that both parents and pupils are aware of the                

expectations surrounding approaches to the SL Virtual School. 

All students are expected to have read, understood and adhere to the Virtual School              

Expectations. This document, alongside all regular school policies, outlines the expected           

approach from students for the duration of the Virtual School Environment programme.  

In order to support the Virtual School Environment, we request that parents facilitate the              

following, wherever possible:  

• Provide a quiet workspace that is free from distraction  

• Encourage and support your child with their work - including finding an appropriate             

place to work, checking that set work is completed by the end of each day and                

ensuring that the normal school timetable for the day is followed.  

• Ensuring your home network meets technical requirements.  

• If you have any concerns, please contact the school.  

• Ensure that your child accesses Google Classroom every day for to register            

attendance. 

• Ensure that your child attends the ‘Live Teaching’ every day where possible. 

• Minimising parental involvement during sessions. The interactions in sessions should          

be between the teacher and the students. 

• Encourage your child to work independently as much as possible. 

• Discuss the learning outcomes that have been achieved each day.  

• Inform the school if you are experiencing concerns about the progress your child is              

making. 

• Inform the school if your child is unwell and unable to complete set tasks.  

• Encourage your child to complete all tasks to the best of their ability.  

• Encourage a balanced lifestyle that involves daily exercise. It is recognized that a             

distance learning environment provides unique challenges to both students and staff. 

• Prioritise your child’s wellness and happiness over completion of work. Remaining           

patient and flexible as children and teachers adjust to this new way of working.  
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SLS Virtual Classrooms in the High School 

Communication 

● Lesson activities, resources and assignments for the lessons will be typically posted            
on Google Classroom. 
 

● Students will be expected to access their Google classroom and follow instructions as             
posted by the teacher 

Attendance 

● All teachers will record attendance to the ‘Live’ lessons via the usual lesson             
registration on iSAMS 

● To be marked ‘present’, students should access the live lessons and be sure to              
submit their assignments via Google classroom. 

● Pupils who have not engaged in the Virtual School for 48 hours will be contacted via                
email and iSAMS in the first instance. Most teachers will follow up more immediately              
directly, via HoYs or colleagues. 

Timetable & Structure of the day 

● The school day will follow the normal timetabled hours from 08:10 until 13:50  
● All work for the day will be uploaded to Google Classrooms by teachers (see above) 
● Pupils will be expected to attend school at all times during the day when they would                

normally have lessons.  
● Staff will be available during working hours and also online for the duration of each               

lesson, to introduce the set material, answer student questions and ask questions to             
test prior knowledge etc 

Curriculum 

● Students should go to the Google Classroom of their scheduled lesson at the start of               
the lesson and look for the link to live video streaming if appropriate.  

 
● Practical based subjects (PE, Art, Music, Drama and From Time) will not offer a live               

streamed lesson introduction if it is not appropriate, instead these subjects will set             
tasks and assignments for students to complete, as well as some suggested activities             
of a practical nature where possible. 
 

*Note: For some subjects, teachers might instead work on a 1-2-1 basis with students for               
support and guidance, such as IB or IGCSE Art or Theatre 

Online live-teaching 
● Teachers will use BlueJeans or Google Hangouts applications to conduct online live            

video teaching. 
● Pupils should already be familiar with Google Classroom and Google Hangouts. 
● During each lesson, teachers may:  

● Use BlueJeans to:  
● Connect with all pupils at the beginning of each lesson for 5-10            

minutes.  
● Discuss the activities planned for the lesson and clear up any           

misunderstandings  
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● Set clear expectations of engagement and participation. 
● Answer any questions pupils may have.  

● Check and log which students have accessed the live video lessons (via ISAMS             
register). 

● Monitor emails and Google Classroom and support students if and when           
necessary - encouraging peer on peer discussion if possible. 
 

● After each lesson, teachers will:  
● Provide timely and sufficiently detailed feedback to enable learners to          

progress via Google Classroom or Google Docs.  
● Set stretch and challenge activities or opportunities for independent learning          

and development of personal skills.  
● Monitor progress in the normal manner by keeping pupils, parents and key            

staff informed of concerns or highlights via Isams.  
● Continue to encourage pupil engagement through the award of positive          

comments/house points for high-quality work and those participating        
enthusiastically. 

Independent study and Collaborative learning 

● Some lessons will be designed to be completed through independent study. 
● Teachers will encourage students who have questions to firstly utilise sources of            

information, then engage with their peers, before asking the teacher. This is a             
well-publicised strategy to develop independent learning skills. 

● Homework will be embedded into the independent study activities set by each            
teacher. It will not be set as separate work. 

● Where possible collaborative activities and learning will be utilised via ‘Breakout           
rooms’ (Blue Jeans) thus encouraging students to work together to accomplish tasks            
in a set time and on shared documents. Teachers can monitor these groups and call               
everyone back to the central discussion after the set time 

Examination classes 

● Special consideration will be given to examination classes to ensure adequate           
preparation for forthcoming public examinations.  

● The school has been in contact with the IB, and CIE to request their own contingency                
plans in the event of our centre being non-operational due to infectious disease;  

● In Year 13, teachers will aim to offer university tutorial-style lessons with small             
groups of pupils. The aim is to support on a 1-2-1 basis, challenge and assess               
individuals on exam-style questions and ensure pupils are fully engaged in a plan of              
revision and consolidation. These tutorials could be held with all pupils present or             
the time equally split amongst the members of the group.  

● Past papers and exam-style questions will also form a major part of the work              
undertaken by Year 11 and 13 pupils. Although these papers will be sat at home and                
a degree of trust is required to ensure pupils follow exam procedure, they should be               
completed and sent to the teacher for feedback.  
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A typical lesson may contain 

Structure of lesson 

A whole class starter on Bluejeans. This may be a live video streamed introduction and Q&A                

led by the timetabled class teacher. 

New content introduced via: 

- pre-recorded videos by the teacher (this allows students to work at own pace) 

- live teaching on Bluejeans 

- Links to third party videos (specialist websites) 

- Flipped learning articles/videos or activities posted in advance to elicit initial           

discussion/Q&A sessions  

Classwork introduced and timing given. Students may be given 15 mins to complete a task-               

either alone or in break-out rooms; teacher can monitor break-out rooms to see progress              

on group/pair work, or can check in to whole class by asking questions periodically- checking               

if more time is needed. nd  

Timed session ends and discussion can take place/ answers offered/checked or further tasks             

set. 

Students' work should be uploaded to Google Classroom as Assignments.  

Activities should be planned to minimise screen time where possible.  

Feedback 

Feedback can be given on Google Classroom or as Comments on tasks. 

Differentiation 

Differentiation and peer collaboration may be achieved using Breakout groups on Bluejeans            

or simply by setting different tasks on the same material. 

Dealing with absences 

Video material may be recorded and saved onto the Google Classroom for the purposes of               
sharing with students who are unable to join the classes through illness or being located in a                 
different time zone. This will allow students to refer back to these instructions if needed. 

 

Afternoon Support Sessions 

The afternoon support sessions will continue as usual following the schedule posted on             

Google Classroom. Priority will be given to the examination classes.  

Useful Resources 

● Socrates  

● Google forms (self-assessed where applicable) 
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Specialist subjects tips 

● Maths 

Ipads can also be connected to Bluejeans and Apple pens used to annotate             

powerpoints/pdfs or draw/write formulae. 

●   History/Essay based subjects 

Google documents along with Breakout rooms, works very well for students’ taking hold of              

decision making/discussion and the creation of note organisation and selection of           

information for planning essays or responses/ideas on reading/source work etc. (We already            

used this previously but with Screen Share it is much more powerful). 

SLS Contacts 

If you or your child has any questions, suggestions or concerns, then please ask them to                

contact their form teacher / class teacher in the first instance. 

Main reception: 

Tel: 0236723970 

E-mail: highschool@stlouisschool.com 

ICT Support (for technical difficulties of any kind): 

https://stlouisschool.on.spiceworks.com/portal/tickets 
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